Replacement Lamps for
external reflector systems

How to replace LRP bulb without wasting
the reflector, saving time and money.

Replacing lamps with external reflectors can be a costly
and time-consuming process. By using Victory Replacement
Lamps, the original external reflectors can continue to be
used with just the lamp being replaced. A simple modification
to the existing clip allows the Lamp to be easily removed and
replaced without the need to replace the entire fixture. Saving
resources,
andbeen
significant
Once this firsttime
lamp has
changed, costs on replacements.
you will no longer have to remove and
replace the reflector assembly too.

Reduce time and
maintenance costs
 Replace just the lamp,
not the reflector
 Needs simple modification
of the reflector with
readily available tools
 Instructions provided

Remove the lamp, including reflector,
from the process machine.
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You will have to cut through the top of
the metal end clip to remove the lamp
Remove the lamp, including
from the reflector.
reflector, from the process
machine.

For
thefirst
firstreplacement
replacement
you
For the
you
will need a
will need a pair of metal cutters,
pair of metal cutters, a pair of pliers and
a pair of pliers and a small file
a small file or emery paper.
or emery paper.
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Completely cut the upper section of the
fixed metal clip at both ends using the
Completely
metal
cutters.cut the upper section
of the fixed metal clip at both
ends using the metal cutters.

You will have to cut through
the top of the metal end clip
to remove the lamp from the
reflector.
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Remove the bulb and dispose in
the appropriate recycling facility.

WEEE
RoHS

Technical Data

Replacement Lamps for
external reflectors
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Use the pliers to straighten the
end clips and the file or emery
paper the cut ends to remove
any burrs.

Place the retaining “spade”
attached to the Victory
replacement lamp over the
reflector end clips.
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Press the top of the “spade” down
until the elbow/bend sits on the
same feature at the base of the
reflector end clips
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The reflector and assembly can
now be re-fitted to the machine.

In future, lamps can simply be
removed and new ones replaced
by sliding them on/off the end
clips.
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